Mr. Wolverton at Price Ranch says the Kelley Slough is back of Scherer's house. It is not at mouth of Bean Creek. It is a little upstream of the mouth of Bean Creek. It might possibly be taken as the upper end of the dammed up water produced by Gold Ray Dam is a half a mile or a mile downstream of Kelley Slough and the dam has not changed the condition of Kelley Slough.
left method of hearing

Tingling in point of ear, posit. & neg. from middle of head & from mid. on w. side.

Table Book of ivs. side

Gold Hill half measured or

30.4. 1911

Rust on it. About 300 ft. long & 80 ft. wide. From 3 to 4 ft. above. Some parts of rust. Rust is about 4 ft. high. Some parts are rust. Some parts are rust. Some parts are rust. Some parts are rust. Some parts are rust. Some parts are rust. Some parts are rust. Some parts are rust. Some parts are rust. Some parts are rust. Some parts are rust. Some parts are rust. Some parts are rust. Some parts are rust. Some parts are rust. Some parts are rust. Some parts are rust. Some parts are rust. Some parts are rust. Some parts are rust. Some parts are rust. Some parts are rust. Some parts are rust.

Above is very tough & 30. again & again.

0856
The following places are perfectly understood and righty placed for all time.

Tipu Phuakh, place on m. side C. place on m. side D. place on m. side.

Regan R. where flow will is. a little bit downstream from opposite Tanna, really and not. Tanna. little Thalit.

Table Rock

Tanna

= Rocky Point

Sama's Valley

Tanna

= Table Rock

M. Ismaphomah

- Haruspahh

Sa Phath

Tat's Phath

Haya wa phath

Sa Th. Phath

all its great plain. 0.78.63.

0857
Pool says had a fire on top of Table Fork.

565 reached Battle Falls again on way home.
The above site fit in with all her description of location of Catsopk. There is a mean homestead built in the field there, also attacks horses he rode a mare for 3 hours & at wet but he got up. Catsopk is in front of Table Rock, west of the Spy. & house with wind trees 1/2 mile due west of Bylley Rd, schoolhouse & 2 1/2 miles east of Bean Ck, is opp the w. end of upper Table Rock & therefore is not the place. There was a large wet place with will cawits mount the place. Mr. Price says wild carrots are easy to pull out but crows are Tougher.
082 crest Bear Cr
087 match 5. W x Pine
Tree auto camp, ate our lunch
Si: Kuapa'tat, mg. Dirty water, = Bean Ch. The old name of Bean Ch. applied to it in its Table Rock region. Came to study when at the mouth of Bean Ch. looking for catsup site.
We hunted long for Catsupk Spring. She describes it as some distance from the Rogue River, but not so far from Bean Ch., on the side of Bean Ch. The Price Spring seems to be the only one that has water here all the year round. She says that the first Boston house was a long house of ash wood, off to the west of the Catsupk Spring. She says there was a little brush near the Catsupk Spring. The S. W. K. Price house here on west side of Bean Ch. is 75 years old.

There may have been a sq. at the commons back (S.) Higginbotham's house. That was a good place for wild celery. There was Price's spring at the 7th floor. There was a sulphur spring off 7. The Por. Bu. just a few yards west had a bridge over the S. P. tracks.
She says hatshik is a in a place like two hollowed hands, a slight rise on level on the side away from Bear Ch. When I asked her pointing to a tree a half a Great away if the hatshik spg. were as far from Bear Ch. as hat two was from us she said fourteen.
How every little while we put eggs and said used to have sleep at the going in they were camped at Loa, Rock, they came to visit us at 3 p.m. during the time & returned to the river camp at 4 p.m. Price has heard of the 2nd eggs up at Bybee Bridge, and have to get key from lease.
Miscellaneous notes relating to placename trips.

[Map annotations: locations such as Bill Radoie, Fort Blaine, Red Blanket, and other names and locations are indicated with hand-drawn lines and labels.]

[Signature or name: Helen? Ranch]
This section of notes covers Harrington's return trip from Siletz, Oregon, to California.
Frank Tyler

Poison Spg. is at the place now called Buckhorn Lodge. Gas came out of the water at that spring. Poison Spg. is 4 miles south of Klamath Falls. You turn off from Klamath Falls 1/4 mile from there. Klamath Falls is only 3 miles from there. Tyler heard that an Indian had his leg in that Spg. for the Rheumatism, and when the gas makes the limb joint, the Indians would take him out and throw him in the creek to revive him. It is a cold spring. It has a lot of gas in the water, and after you lie in that cold gas water a while, you feel pains all over it. This is the Spg. that I thought at the very first might be Molly's plain. Tenth.
Murphy believes it is only 5
miles from old Spencer place to
the top of Henry hill. Molly and
she and I went up on the
place to top of Henry hill, it was
easy walking, and Molly was a
good walker in those days. But
when I ask about a spring on the
side of Henry hill, says it will be
the spring which Murphy's nephew
stands at the base of Dry Lake.

On the whole, because of location
of Dry Lake, I still think
signs must be somewhere
at near Cottonwood grade,
the spring at the head of that grade
has heavy timber above it.

There is a big spring up the
the ridge back of the homeless lake that has fish in
it. But lake that has fish in it is in a rough
gorge and cannot get there with sheep. There were
never any sheep there. But can get to Dry Lake
both from up slope and down slope with sheep. Murphy
had sheep when at the Belcher place, after
49.9
Away back from fertile to California, I met Mr. Joe Collins at the Meador Ford Garage. He gets his mail at Central Point, Ore. He is renting the Price Ranch near Table Rock from Mr. Price, who lives in Albany, Ore. Mr. Collins has a dairy and milk route, and delivers milk daily.

He says that after our party left & when we left, he was talking with Mr. Bill Penniger (correct spelling), who lives in the second house on the left, up the 33rd road, that runs up the crest side of Bear Creek from the Price house (Collins lives in the Price house), & Mr. Penniger told him that there is a spring with cottonwood trees and with red oak roots growing around, on the east side of Bear Creek, in the bottom, quite close to the creek, a little up creek of Price, maybe a half mile or so up creek of Price, and this is probably the place Mr. Hall meant. This spring is a good sized one and is at the foot of a rather steep slope formed by the desert, sloping down to the creek bottom, and a steeper slope from that at Price's spring (hill pasture spot), but similar to it. Very Exp.
After we'd climbed, we were allowed around and the top was about 200 feet above the next highest point (or so.) We could see the trail down, but it was a little scary. The ground was rather wet, so we walked and hiked carefully, making sure not to slip and fall. The trail was quite steep in some places, and we had to use our hands to help us climb up. In the distance, we could see the pinnacles, which looked quite interesting. It was a little cool as the clouds began to form, but we had enjoyed the climb.
Remember that Mrs. King said that the mt. just up slope of (c. 87) the old Helms house is has no name but is sometimes locally spoken of as Helms Mt, while "it is really only the lower part of a ridge which grows higher as it runs (c. 80) S.W. & culminates in what is called Grizzly Mt. (or did she say Granite Mt.?)"

Where the fossil elephant bones were found in a straigh line.

The littleIndian girl just 6, 7 yo & fleshed & soft

That goes nearly to summit of Roxy Ann Mt. because can a little before you get to the very end of the ridge it would 1/2 mile across slope n. to get to Ed Vondyke sheep camp where we finally camped.
As I draw 5 or 6 way back to Calif. from S. Cali. Wagner Butte shows up from near Medford as the central chief of 3 mt's. The left mt. is green is just w. of Ashland. Wagner Butte is central and is highest. The right hand mt. is perhaps also a little lower than Wagner Butte.

Wagner Butte

A big ch. runs down from Wagner Butte straight to Tulalip & runs into Puget Chicat Tulalip.
As I drive back towards California from Valley, attention is drawn near Tallant, the Table Mt. & Henry Mt. are seen on the right.

[Diagram with handwritten notes:
- Tallant
- Table Mt.
- Henry Mt.
- Various geographical features and labels such as "ridge," "northern," "southern," "east," "west," "mountain," etc.
- Handwritten notes around the diagram:
  - "Henry Mt. yellow with little head east of it."
  - "Rong ridge when seen from a distance, but far another nearer."
  - "Rong ridge far."]
Murphy: The old 6 place upper lower meadows belonged to Dave Chapman. The Chapman lived there in summer only. The Neils rented the upper meadows.

The kid's name was John Steve.

Owen Spencer owned the upper & lower meadows later than Chapman. Spencer's 1 brother.

Gene Spencer lives just toward town from Murphy.
The head of Bear Ch. is called Emigrant Ch. because the old emigrants came down that Ch. The head is to California. Murphy: You ed. can see Yuba from the top of Henry Mt. as well as you can from the top of Table Mt. I presume Murphy has been on top of both of them many times.

When I ask about a spy on the e. side of Table Mt., says he thinks there is a spy, but can't remember.

Dry lake is on Henry Mt. about a little n. of the top of Henry Mt. Kind of in the side & on the top of Henry Mt.

Dry lake is only 1/2 in from Henry's house & Henry drove 1/2 in a car, to within a mile of Dry lake in a car. Milky & have to walk a mile. 3rd closer way to get there closer to Dry lake in a car is to drive to the Barber place. To go to the Barber place you go up the Henry Rd. from Bear & then turn off the left before you get to Henry's. It is kind of steep in places. It went & 8 or 9 miles around Dry Lake, if anybody overflowed it and run into...
Murphy. They drove the last spike somewhere near the present Ashland depot in 1887. There was no depot at Ashland then.

Wag & call it Ashland Butte a moon call it Mr. Ashland. Don't call it Wagner Butte. Named from old Jacob Wagner who ran the Ashland stage now. His son is Post Office here.

Murphy says the Klamath lakes are came to get Ashland flour via Dead Hill. It or some way came in Kl. Falls it is too, but the Kl. Falls it has been changed all around while the Dead Hill is the same as always, and even came from over Rogue River it is.

You can only see the lake where Yreka is from Table Mt. and from the hill upslope of Dry Lake. To any place you can see Yreka from is Bald Mt. and from Pilot Rock. Bald Mt. is 10 miles s.e. of Table Mt. Have to descend 4 miles s.e. of Table Mt. Have to descend or climb again to go from Table Mt. to Bald Mt.

Murphy: It must have been the brown meadows of old Chapman place where Manly stayed.

Murry's nephew says the regular name for the big "grassy" Mt. is Henry Mt.
Murphy's Henry hit is connected up with Table hit; they link right together. To go from Table hit to top of Henry hit, go in, keep going on pretty near level, do not go down to go up again. But come to go down to go to Henry's house. Henry's house is on a steep hillside. Where Henry's house is is called the cove. That house is is never called Henry hit. It is never called Henry hit. It is only called Mt. Henry hit. It is only called Mt. Henry hit. It is only called Mt. Henry hit. 500 ft. lower than Table hit.

only a little lower. Top of Henry's hit is 3 miles from top of Table hit. Murphy or his nephews have heard of Von Dike having sheep at Pilot Rock, but never heard of having them at Wagner Butte — and n. of the ship's piles near Butte, west of Pacific Highway (where boy goes over the pinnacles into Cali.) from Table Rock, looking across over Wagner Butte.
Remember that Molly said that she may have climbed to the top of Tinti's
Elkhorn to pray in pauk-kuyth-kam
Yee-kah plain to see off to the south. She did not
stay at home all the time but took
frequent walks when at Tinti's
and on one walk she talked to the old Yee-kah
plain pointed out to her. She cannot
remember just where she was when
Steven pointed out Yee-kah plain to her.